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INCOMMENSURATE/COMMENSURATECHARGE-DENSITY-WAVESTATES
AS A SOURCE FOR PLUTONIUMMETAL BEHAVIOR

by

Thomas A. Sandenaw

ABSTRACT

Evidence is reviewed that suggests the possibility
of an incommensuratestructure in several of the phases
of plutonium (Pu)metal. Its phases show the general
behavior of investigatedincommensuratecrystals, i.e.,
a sample dependence,a time dependence,a dependenceon
thermalhistory, a structurememory, and a negative
thermal expansionalong some axes. All of these
effects are empiricallyfound in incommensurate
materials.

The space group structureof the alpha phase of Pu
(P21/m)is the same as that of proven charge-density-
wave (CDW) systems that have a quasi-one-dimensional
structure,i.e., where there is a one-dimensional
modulation of the crystal. Chiral symmetryhas been
shown to be inherent to the incommensurabilityof such
a space group structure,i.e., one that has a twofold
screw axis with a center of symmetry. The hysteresis
in resistivityvs temperaturecurve of the alpha phase
(P2 /m), as well as Hall coefficientresponse, suggests

4tha this phase has regions of incommensurateand
commensurateCDW states. The reported effect of
current density and current directionon Hall voltage
is added evidence for these states.

The incommensuratephases of proven incommensurate
crystalshave chiral symmetry in at least one dimen-
sion; i.e., there is a twofold screw axis with a center
of symmetry. Space group structuresof commensurate
phases indicate they are nonchiral. The reported space
group structuresfor all Pu phases, except the gamma,
indicate the presence of a screw axis with a center of



symmetry in at least one dimension. Thus all phases,
except gamma, have the potentialof being
incommensurateCDW phases. In incommensuratecrystals
(not in commensurateones) the pitch of the screw axes
can be varied in a continuousway, permittingthe
crystal to store energy without linear expansionand
thus enabling the material to have zero (or negative)
thermal expansion.

The reported internal frictionand relative shear
modulus results can be analyzed to show an apparent
confirmationfor incommensurateand/or commensurateCDW
states in all Pu phases. Besides this, four of the
designatedspace group structuresfor Pu phases are
listed in a tabulationof superspacegroups in (3 + 1)
dimensionsdescribingincommensuratestructureswith a
one-dimensionalmodulation. It is suggestedthat the
CDW modulation of Pu phases may be contributingto
f-bonding.

1. INTRODUCTION

The crystal structurefor alpha-phaseplutonium (a-Pu)was deter-

mined to be simple monoclinic and was assigned the space group designation

C2hP21/m. The atoms of the monoclinic cell of the a-Pu structureare

arranged in layers at y = 1/4 and y = 3/4 where they form a network of

irregularquadrilateralsand/or triangles.
2

Pearson2has already

classifiedthe distorted-hexagonala-Pu structureas that of a metallic

alloy.

Recent publicationsindicate that the space group structurefor the
3a,b

martensiticphase of the intermetalliccompoundTiNi is P21/m or the

same as that of a-Pu. The monoclinic structureof TiNi martensitehas also

been describedas hexagonal close-packed.4 The significanceof the P21/m

space group designationis in a twofold screw axis with a center of

symmetry and a mirror plane. The twofold screw axis in this space group

structure (No. 11) is single-dimensional.

The transitional-metaltrichalcogenidesTaS35 and NbSe36 have also

been shown to have this same space group structure. A general feature of



these materials is a linear stacking of trigonalprisms of chalcogenatoms

parallel to the chain axis. Both of these materialsundergo charge-

density-wave(CDW) transitions. The transitionshave been attributedto

their quasi-one-dimensionalstructure.

The fact that the space group structure,P21/m, is observedwith as

many differentmaterials suggestsnot only that it is important for CDW

states and solitary excitations (solitons),but also that it may be

importantin martensitictransformations.

The hysteresis in the resistivityvs temperature
8

well as the Hall coefficientresponse, suggests that

regions of incommensurateand commensurateCDW states

made with the physical property behavior of known CDW

7
curve for a-pu, as

this Pu phase has

when comparisonsare

materials.

In a recent paper, Zhao-bin Su and B. Sakita9 have shown that chiral

symmetry and chiral anomaly are inherent in the incommensurabilityof a

quasi-one-dimensionalCDW system. Chiral symmetry is present in a screw

axis that has a center of symmetry. The incommensurateand commensurate

phases of almost every incommensuratecrystal have space group structures

indicatingthe presence of screw axes.

Screw diads, screw triads, and even screw tetrads are impliedby the

space group designationsfor higher-temperaturephases of Pu. In all but

one case, the reported space group structuresfor Pu metal phases indicate

the presence of a center of symmetry in the screw axes in at least one

dimension. The exception is the gamma (Y) phase. The reported space group

structure for the Y-phase indicatesthe presence of three-dimensional,

twofold screw axes but without chiral symmetry.

SCottm has suggested that a screw axis may act like a spring when

there is chiral symmetry in an incommensuratecrystal. Energy may be

stored by either compressingthe spring or tighteningthe pitch. Such a

compressioncould account for a lack of thermal expansionalong one axis of

the incommensuratecrystal BaMnF
10

4“
The local rotationsand internal

torques resulting from chiral symmetry of an incommensuratecrystal could

permit nonequilibriumstates.

Thermal contractionalong one or more axes is also seen in phases of

Pu. Transformationsbetween

consideredto be martensi.tic

the many phases of Pu metal have been
11

under some conditions. Pu metal shows the

3



general behavior of investigatedincommensuratecrystals. The

incommensurate show thermalhysteresis (a time dependence),a sample

dependence,a dependenceon thermalhistory of the sample, and a structure

memory. Structurememory has also been noted between phases of Pu metal,

as is the case with some incommensuratecrystals. Physical property

evidence suggests there may be another incommensurate/commensurateCDW

phase region below %60 K, as has been suggestedpreviously. Such a phase

could be called alpha I (aI).

Explanationsfor the physical property behavior of a-Pu and higher-

temperaturePu phases and the possible tie-in between physical property

behavior and space group structurewill be presented in greater detail in

the followingsections.

II. CDW THEORY FOR LAYERED MATERIALS

A CDW has been describedas a coupled distortionof the conduction
12

electron density and the underlying lattice. The lattice distortionis

consideredto be necessarybecause without it the Coulomb energy of the CDW

would be too high. A CDW transitionis properly a displacivetransition.

Such a transitioncan be martensitic. Transitionsto CDW states are seen

in many layered transition-metaldichalcogenides. One material in which

the differentCDW states have been studied is 2H-TaSe2.

Walker and Jacobs
13

have developeda theory of CDW states in a metal

dichalcogenidelike 2H-TaSe2 through free-energyand symmetry consider-

ations. In investigatingthe differentcommensuratestates allowed by

their theory, they found that there were three distinct commensuratestates

called Types I, II, and III. They showed that the threefoldrotation axes

for the three phases (from Type I, II, and 111) are in differentpositions.

They found that there are four distinct states that can be formed by

stackingType-I layers. Three are hexagonal (P63/mmc),and the fourth

distinct state is monoclinic (P21/m)and has six members. Their results

show three distinct structuresfor Type-II states. These are all

orthorhombic(Cmcm). There are also three distinct orthorhombic

structures,all Cmcm, for Type III states. It should be noted that the

space group structuresfor the three distinct commensuratestates (TypesI,



II, and 111) describedby Walker and Jacobs
13

all have twofold screw axes

with a center of symmetry in at least one dimension. They thus have chiral

symmetry and should show propertiesof incommensurateCDW (ICDW)phases.

There is only a one-dimensional,twofold screw axis in the monoclinic P21/m

structure. The twofold screw axes in the Cmcm structureare

three-dimensional. Two are chfral. There are multiple twofold screw axes

in the hexagonal,P63/mmc structure. Of the three, only this latter

structureshows the presence of screw hexads.

Many of the materialswith the P21/m space group structure,such as

TaSe3,
14, 15

are consideredto be one-dimensionalconductingsystems.

Their crystal structurecomprises infinitelylong chains of distorted

prismatic-typecolumns extending along the monoclinicb axis. In the

monoclinicunit cell of NbSe3 there are three inequivalentpairs of

trigonalcolumns. This is supposedlybecause of the screw axis.
15

The CDW transitionsin TaS3 and NbSe3 have been attributedto Peierls

transitions.
14, 15

Resistivityanomalies found in NbSe3 have also been

associatedwith the openings of gaps at the Fermi surface as the result of

CDW formation.
6

In the model of Zhao-bin Su and B. Sakita,g the chiral

symmetry of an ICDW state is broken to prodvce the energy gap in the Fermi

surface, i.e., a Peierls transition.

The incommensurateto commensurateCDW transitionin 2H-TaSez (on

cooling) is from the hexagonal P63/mmc space group structure to the
16

orthorhombicCmcm space group structure. The P63/mmc (No. 194) structure

has chiral symmetry in more than one dimensionand should be capable of

existing as an ICDW state. The space group structure of Cmcm (No. 63)

indicatesthere can be chiral symmetry in two dimensionsand nonchiral

symmetry in the third. There must be symmetrybreaking in the Cmcm

structure to give a fully commensuratestate, i.e., nonchiral symmetry in

three dimensions. This appears to be the case as noted by Simpson et
al 17a 17b

● and as discussedby Jacobs and Walker. Below Td there were three

commensurateCDW (CCDW)vectors. On warming above this temperaturethere

was a hysteresisand only two of the three CDW vectors became

incommensurate;the third stayed commensurate. This condition of a mixed

incommensurateand commensurateCDW state has been designatedas a striped

5



phase. In this striped phase, 2H-TaSe2 is behaving as it should for its

designatedCmcm space group structure.

III. INCOMMENSURATEAND COMMENSURATECDW STATES IN (%-puMETAL

A. SimilarityBetween Physical Property Behavior of ci-Puand that of

Proven CDW ChalcogenideMaterials

The theory of Walker and Jacobs
13

suggests that there should be a CCDW

state detectable in the u-I% because of its space group designation. The

electricalresistivityvs temperaturecurve for a-Pu shows a negative

temperaturecoefficientof resistancefrom the (3w phase transformation

(%395K) d~m t. %100 K018 There is a maximum in the resistivityvs

temperaturecurve of CL-PUat ~100 K.

The resistivityvs temperaturecurve of orthorhombicTaS3 (space group

C2221)5 also shows such a negative temperaturecoefficientof resistance
19

over a large temperaturerange. In addition,thermalhysteresis in the

resistivityvs temperaturecurve exists over the temperaturerange

55 K<T<205 K. The CDW is consideredto be incommensuratein this

temperaturerange and then commensurate,at least in the chain direction,

below 55 K. The space designationof D2C2221 (No. 20) for O-TaS3 denotes

the presence of twofold screw axes in three dimensionsbut without chiral

symmetry in any of the three dimensions. Twofold rotationaxes are shown

for two dimensions. There must be symmetrybreaking in order for any

structuredesignatedas C222 to become incommensurate,i.e., have chiral
1

symmetry. The Peierls transitionat ~55 K must cause O-TaSe3 to revert to

the fully nonchiral,commensuratestate.

A hysteresis loop has been shown to occur in the resistivityvs

temperaturecurve for ct-Pubetween ~160 K and 260-290K,
7
as mentioned

above. It is very much like the hysteresis loop seen in the resistivityvs

temperaturecurve of O-TaS3 in its supposedlyICDW temperatureregion. A
20a

similar hysteresisloop was seen by Hwang et al. in the resistivityvs

temperaturecurve

there was an ICDW

hysteresisloop.

warming cycle, as

20b
of Ti50Ni47Fe3alloy. Their study indicated that

structurein part of the temperatureregion of this

The resistivityvs temperatureloop was higher on the
7

was the case with c&Pu. This smaller loop seen with



20a
‘i50Ni47Fe3

was completelyindependentof the much larger loop seen on

cooling from the martensitic start temperature (Ms) to the Mf temperature

and on warming through the As and Af temperatures.

The resistivitydata for a-Pu thus suggest there is an ICDW phase

region between ~290 K and 160 K with the possibilityof a CCDW phase region

below ‘w160K. A similarityin the Hall coefficientresponse of 2H-TaSe
21

8
and a-Pu suggests that a-Pu may even have the CCDW structuredown to

%30 K, although the lower limit is probably 100”K. l%er.eiS a change in

sign of Hall effect of a-Pu at ‘w160K8 with a minimum at ‘w30K. There is a
21

change of sign at ~90 K in the case of 2H-TaSe2 with a minimum that

occurs at 35 K. The 2H-TaSe2 structure is commensuratebelow 90 K and

incommensuratefor a short range above this temperature.

C. E. Olson* (privatecommunication)has suggested that the best

evidence for CDW states in a-Pu comes from comments of Loree and Pinnick8

regarding the effects of current density and current direction on Hall

voltage. They found that the Hall voltage became nonlinear above a

critical current density (j),with an added componentof positive sign that

increasedroughly as the square of the excess current density. The

critical j increasedwith sample thicknessand decreasedwith increasing

temperature. The Hall voltage magnitude was only sensitive to current

directionbelow ~25 K. The behavior noted by Loree and Pinnick8 is also

observedwith proven CDW systems.

The ICDW phase of a-Pu should be due to chiral symmetry in one dimen-

sion based on the space group designation. The maximum in resistivityvs

temperatureat 100 K suggests an Ms temperatureas is the case with TiNi.
22

A distortionof the lattice parametersbelow~65 K (Pu) as reported by Lee

etal.23 could result in a slightly different structurebelow a supposedly

Mf temperature. The anomaly is the close similaritybetween the Hall
21

coefficientvs temperaturebehavior of 2H-TaSe
8

2
and a-Pu, which suggests

that a-Pu should have three-dimensionalCCDW states at least between %30 K

and 160 K. Any monoclinic space group designationeliminatesthe

possibilityof a two- or three-dimensionaltwofold screw axes.

*MST-13,Los Alamos National Laboratory.

7



An explanationfor a similarityin the Hall coefficientbehavior of

IY,-PUand 2H-TaSe2as a function of temperatureis that there is symmetry

breaking (a Peierls transition)at 160 K. The Pu structuremaintains its

one-dimensional,twofold screw axis, but the transitionis from chiral

symmetry to nonchiral symmetrywith a resultingcommensuratestate. This

CCDW state should exist to a postulatedMs temperature of ~100 K.

There appears to be a precedent for symmetrybreaking in a material

with the P2 /m space group structure.
1

The likely structureof the

one-dimensionalcompound TaS3 was given as monoclinicP2 /m by Meerschaum
5

1
et al. This material exhibits a transitionat 210 K to a commensurate

state that can be explainedby a Peierls transition,i.e., symmetry

breaking.

B. Comparisonof a-Pu and TiNi Space Group Structures

Hwang et al.
20a

have discussed the ‘premartensitic’or premonitory

phenomena in Ti5oNi47Fe3just above Ms. They note the difficultyin

determiningcrystal structureand suggest that it might be due to proximity

and overlap of premartensiticand martensitictransformation,which makes

it difficult to interpretexperimentaldata. They do conclude that the

premartensiticeffects are not precursoryeffects but separate

electronicallydriven structuralchanges.

The intermediatephase of Ti5oNi47Fe3was recently
24

and Sinclair to be rhombohedralP~lm (No. 162). This

not have chiral symmetry and could give a CCDW state.

confirmedby Goo

space group does

A recent publicationby Tietze et al.
25

gives the intermediatephase

of TiNi as a distortedCSC1 structurewith monoclinic symmetry (P2/m,No.

lo). This monoclinic space group structurehas no twofold screw axis. It

does not have any chiral symmetry. It is notable that the space group

structurereported for ct-Pu(P21/m)and for (3-Pu(12/m,C2/m) are maximal
26

non-isomorphicsubgroupsof the P2/m (No. 10) structurereportedby

Tietze et al.
25

for the intermediatephase of TiNi. Low-temperaturephases

of both TiNi and a-pu are P21/m.

It is also notable that the CsC1-typestructuregiven for the TiNi

austenitePm~m (No. 221) is a maximal non-isomorphicsubgroup of the 6-Pu

space group structure,Fm~m (No. 225). These two space group structures

are also seen with Cu Au.
3

Fm?lm(No. 225) is the disorderedphase above 658



K, and P&m (No. 221) is the ordered phase below 658 K. Sandenawand

Harb.#7 have pointed out that Pu metal and its alloys appear to show the

low-temperaturephysical propertiesof an antiphase structure,such as is

seen in the case of CU3AU. This poses a question as to whether CU3AU

physical propertiesare due to ICDW (and CCDW) states.

c. Case for an IncommensuratePu MartensiteBelow 60 K (uI)

One would suspect that the martensiticphase of Pu metal (below60 K)

should have a Cmcm space group structure. This is based on

in Hall coefficientbehavior of commensurate2H-TaSe2
21

and

phase range from 160 K to ’30 K. Both the P21/m (c&Pu)and

space group structuresshould show CCDW states according to
I*

the similarity

c&Pu8 in its

Cmcm (2H-TaSe2)

Walker and

Jacobst theory.~= Two of the many maximal non-isomorphicsubgroupsof the

Cmcm structureare P21/m and C2/m.
26

These are the ~-Pu and ~-Pu crystal

structures. Also, the Cmcm structure (a-U) is the high-pressurephase of

both Ce and Am.

There is the possibilityof another space group structure in Pu metal

below ~60 K. Evidence favors Pmnm (No. 59). This is the structureofaT-U

for the temperaturerange below 43 K.
28

The Pmnm designationindicates

two-dimensional,twofold screw axes with a center of symmetry. This

structure is thus chiral in two dimensions. The thermal-expansionresults
29

and lattice-parameterresults for af-U and a-Pu23 below ~60 K suggest

that the structureof each metal has two-dimensional,chiral symmetry. The

data of Tindall and Steinitz
29

clearly

contractionalong two dimensions. The

possible negative thermal expansion in

whereas the third is nearly normal.

show this for a’-U. There is
23

results of Lee et al. show a

two lattice parametersof CLI-PU,

The similarityin physical property response of U and Pu metals below

50 K has been previouslynoted
30

in a paper suggestingthat a valence-

fluctuationmodel could be applicable to actinidematerials. Another

similarityin the physical property behavior of at-U and c&Pu is seen in

low-temperaturethermal-conductivitymeasurements. Figures shown by Hall

and Lee3’ indicate that every experimentalistgets a different thermal

conductivitycurve below ’300 K, a variation that must depend upon specimen

processing. The greatest difference in results appeared to be below

Because of these similarities,Marmeggi et al.32 have suggested that

%60 K.

c&Pu

9



should have a CDW start at ~60 K, as does a-U at 43 K.

below this temperatureis incommensurate,as it may be

60 K.

The possibilityof not only an ICDW transitionin

of a CCDW transitionat ~30 K, comes from a comparison
33

of longitudinalwaves in a-Pu and NaN02.34 There is

attenuationat the normal to incommensuratetransition

The CDW state in U

for Pu metal below

a-Pu at ~60 K, but

of the attenuation

a peak in

in NaNOO;34 then
L

there is a dip followedby a smaller peak at the commensuratetransition.

Such a peak in ultrasonicattenuationof a-Pu at 66 K, followedby a dip

and hump at a lower temperature,has been reportedby Rosen et al.
33

The

Hall voltage magnitudewas also only sensitive to current directionbelow
8%25 K, as reportedby Loree and Pinnick. A peak in the ultrasonic

attenuationof a-U at ~40 K has also been reportedby Rosen.
35

A survey of the low-temperaturephysical propertiesof a-Pu by

Lallement and Solente (Pu 1965, p. 147) also suggestsa second-order

transitionaround 50-60 K.

IV. CHIRAL SYMMETRY IN PROVEN INCOMMENSURATECRYSTALS

The space group structuresfor the incommensurateregion of reported

incommensuratecrystals all show the possibilityof chiral symmetry. This

is because the reported structuresall have a twofold screw axis with a

center of symmetry in at least one dimension.

The materials and space group structurefor the incommensuratephases

of proven incommensuratecrystals are as follows:NaNOz (Immm,No. 71),

f3-K2S04(Prima,No. 62), K2Se04 (Prima,No. 62), RbZnC14 (Prima,No. 62),

thiourea (Prima,No. 62), BaMnF4 [Cmcm(?),No. 63] and 2H-TaSez (P63/mmc,

No. 194).

The commensuratephases of these same listed incommensuratecrystals

have twofold screw axes but without a center of symmetry. The space group

structuresof these same materials,which lack chiral symmetry,have been

reported as: NaN02 (Imm2,No. 44), 13-K2S04(P21/c,No. 14), K2Se04 (Pna2,

No. 33), RbZnC14 (Pna21,No. 33), thiourea (P21ma,No.26), and BaMnF4

(Pmc21,No. 26). The commensuratevariant of 2H-TaSe2 is Cmcm, (No. 63).

The common feature of these commensuratespace group structuresis that

10



they have twofold screw axes that do not have a center of symmetry. They

can be classifiedas nonchiralwith the exceptionof 2H-TaSe~ (Cmcm),where

there must be symmetrybreaking.

Memory effects have been reported for thiourea
36

and deuterated

thiourea.37 It was mentioned above that memory effects have been noted

between differentPu metal phases and that there are twofold screw axes

(chiraland nonchiral) in all reported structuresfor Pu metal phases.

This sectionhas been introducedas a background for a discussionof the

possibilityof ICDW and CCDW states in phases of Pu metal occurring above

the a-phase.

v. POSSIBILITYOF BOTH ICDW AND CCDW STATES IN pu PHASES ABOVE ~

The space group structuresfor the Pu phases observedbelow the

melting point can explainmuch of the hysteresisobservedbetween phases.

The space group designationsof Pu metal phases indicate the presence of

screw diads, screw triads, and screw tetrads. Screw axes with a center of

symmetry are requiredby every Pu space group designationwith the

exceptionof the Y phase. ‘H-Ius, every PU metal phase except Y has chiral

symmetry in at least one dimension. The space group designationsfor the

differentPu phases and the indicationof the number of twofold screw axes

for each are shown in Table I.

TABLE I

Pu Space Group 38
Phase No. Designation Structure Screw Axes26

1

a 11 P21/m mono. Diads (1-dimen.),C. of S.a

$ 12 12/m (C2/m) bc mono. Diads (1-dimen.),C. of S.

Y 70 Fddd fc ortho. Diads (3-dimen.),no C. of S.

d 225 Fm~m fcc Diads, Tetrads, C. of S.

6’ 139 14/mmm bc tetrag. Dfads, Tetrads, C. of S.

E 229 Im5m bcc Diads, Tetrads, C. of S.

%ith center of symmetry.



The physicalpropertiesof Pu metal phases seem to be very sensitive

to impurities. This is evident from the differingresults reported by

experimentalistsfor the same measurement. Gruner and Zett139 point out

the importanceof local deformatf.onscaused by impurities. They note that

as a consequenceof these deformations,long-rangeCDW order should not

exist in less than four dimensions. Their comment suggests that the phases

of Pu metal, if incommensurate,may have to be consideredas supercrystals

with superspacegroup symmetry. That is, thefr characteristicx-ray or

neutron-diffractionpatternswould have to be consideredas those of an

n-dimensionalcrystalhaving a d-dimensionalmodulation. Four-dimensional

space would be required, i.e., 3n + d.

DeWolff, Janssen, and Janner40 have presenteda complete list of

(3 + 1) dimensionalspace groups. These groups describe the symmetryof

incommensuratecrystal structureswith a one-dimensionalmodulation. That

modulationmay result from CDWS or spin-densitywaves. In their tabula-

tion of superspacegroups, describingincommensuratestructureswith a one-

dimensionalmodulation,
40

are listed the space group structuresassigned to

the a, 6, y, and 6’ phases of Pu. These are: P21/m, No. 11 (a-Pu);B2/m,

No. 12 [8-Pu (Publishedas 12/m)]; Fddd, No. 70 (y-Pu);and 14/mmm, No. 139

(CS’-PU).The space group structuresfor these listed Pu phases are thus

recognizedas having the possibilityof being superspacegroups, i.e., of

being incommensuratephases.

The resistivitybehavior of the higher-temperaturephases of Pu metal

suggestsCDW phases for each phase. The resistivityvs temperaturecurves

for the a-, 6-, Y-, 8-, ~’-, and e-phasesare nearly temperature-

fndependentbetween ~300 K and the melting point.
18 (See Fig 1.)

The a-phase above w300 K and the 6-phaseshow slightlynegative

temperaturecoefficientsof resistance. The temperaturecoefficientsare

slightlypositive in the 6 and 6’ phases. In making the resistivity

measurementsover the temperaturerange of the many phases of Pu, the

self-heatingproperty of the metal was utilized in the measuring
18

apparatus. Heating of the surroundingfurnacewas such that furnace wall

temperaturefollowed that of the specfmen. The furnace temperaturedid not

12
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rise during phase transformations,so each transformationcould go to

completionbefore any increase in furnace temperature. Any forming ICDW or

CCDW phase within a phase could form completely.

The possibilitythat a slightlynegative temperaturecoefficientof

resistance,or a temperature-independentcoefficient,could be the effect
20a,b

of a CCDW phase comes from the study of Hwang et al. ‘n ‘i50Ni47Fe3”
The resistivityvs temperaturecurve for that material was relativelyflat

between the Ms temperature(173K) and 243 K, or in the major portion of

the CCDW range of the material.

The hysteresisnoted in phase transformationsbetween all Pu phases

must be due to transformationsthat involve screw axes (and possibly CDW

states) because they are all common to Pu phases and because the metal

appears to be acting like an incommensuratecrystal in all phases as men-

tioned above. Several phases are seen in some incommensuratecrystals.

The existenceof CDW phases could explain the hysteresis loops seen in

heating and cooling of a Pu specimenbetween the a-phase and the &-phase.

An illustrationof the hysteresis loop is’shown by Fig. 1 of a paper by

Hocheid et al.41 and by Fig. 15 of a survey by Goldberg and Massalski.
11

These figures are a plot of Ag/I vs temperature. It is a study of the

expansionor contractionoccurring in a specimen on heating or cooling from
41

phase to phase. A reproductionof Fig. 1 of Hocheid et al. is shown as

our Fig. 2.

The large change in relative elongationbetween phases, as shown in

Fig. 2, suggests there should be a considerablechange in physical proper-

ties when a material moves from phase to phase. The largest change in

resistivity,as shown in Fig. 1, appears to be between the a- and the j3-

phases. There appears to be no change in resistivitybetween the & and y-

phases for the case of specimenno. 2. There appears to be little

differencein hardness between the @-, y-, and d-phasesas reportedby

differentworkers.38 (p. 74.) The internal-frictionand shear-modulus
42

study of Selle and Focke shows a considerablechange in values, with

hysteresis,at the (&y transformation. (See Figures 3 and 4.)

An argument that Pu metal is acting like an incommensuratecrystal

also comes in observedmemory effects (structuralmemory). Spriet43

reported a discovery of a memory effect at the transformationinterfaceof

14
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the B+a transformation. This finding suggests that there may be a

two-phasestructureof a and f3just below the a+f3transformations. (See

Fig. 2).

Goldberg and Massalski
11

note that there seems to be a memory effect

in the Y+6 phase transformation. A remnant of the structureof the y-

phase and, in particular,residues of how it was formed are carried into

the 6 region and, if not eliminated,influencethe reverse transition.

Fung et al.
16

note that 2H-TaSe exhibits a remarkablememory effect. If
2

the material is repeatedlycycled through the CCDW+ICDW transitionand

down to ~30 K, the twin boundariesreturn to almost identicalpositions in

spite of there being no visible reason for this to occur. The minimum in

the Hall coefficientcurve of 2H-TaSe2occurs at ‘v30K. This appears to be

the lower temperaturelimit of the CCDW phase region.

The y-phase range of Pu metal has a three-dimensional,twofold screw

axes space group structurewithout a center of symmetry in any dimension

(Fddd),as reported by Zachariasenand Ellinger.
44

There must be a type of

symmetrybreaking at about 483 K on warming because the lattice constants
44

vs temperatureof Y-PU show a contractionin one dimension. The

structureappears to develop chiral symmetry in one dimensionand could be

a type of striped phase at the y+ISphase transformationwith CCDWS in two

dimensionsand an ICDW in the third.
17a

The y-phase should be

predominantlycommensurateon a warming cycle from the B-phase and thus

show a temperature-independentresistivity.

The y+d phase transformationinvolvesa change from what appears to be

a one-dimensionalchiral symmetry to another form with three-dimensional

chiral symmetry. The 6-phase should be incommensurateas there is a three-

dimensionalcontraction (on warming),which is not obvious in Fig. 2.

The major specimen contractionoccurs in the 6’-phase. The mean con-
-6 0 38

tractionof the c-axis is given as -1063.5 t 18.2 x 10 / C. The twofold

and fourfold screw axes in this phase (6’) are one-dimensionaland chiral.

The Pu specimen should be fully incommensurateby the 6’+s transitionas

there appears to be a normal expansionin the c-phase. The c-phase (No.

229) maybe the only normal CDW phase of the Pumetal system. It may be a

case where the three-dimensional,

their center of symmetry (chiral)

18

twofold and fourfold screw axes with

are balanced by the nonchiral twofold,



threefold,and fourfold screw axes. It should be noted that the 6’ space

group structure (No. 139, 14/mmm) is a maximal non-isomorphicsubgroup for

both the 6-phase structure (No. 225) and the ~-phase structure (No. 229).

(See pages 680 and 704 of Ref. 26.)

The large contractionshown in the d’-phaserange by Hocheid et al.
41

and reproducedon our Fig. 2 may be due to chiral symmetry of the three

phases, d, d’, and ‘. The actual contractionmay be combined action of

these three listed phases. This suggestioncomes from observationsof

Ellinger
45

made as a result of the crystal structuredeterminationof

Is’-puo The comments of Ellinger
45

are essentiallyas follows:A small

portion of ~ forms at 450°C (723 K), which coexistswith d up to 465°C

(738 K). X-rays did not reveal d’ until about 465°C (738 K). At this

temperaturethe metal transformslargely to 6’. A small amount of 6 and s

continue to coexist with d’ Up to 485°C (758 K). At 485°C (758 K), the

proportionof d is decreasingand the proportionof s is increasing. At

490°C (763 K), the metal transformscompletelyto E.

VI. INTERNAL FRICTIONAND RELATIVE SHEAR-MODULUSRESULTS AS CONFIRMATION

OF ICDW AND CCDW STATES IN pu PHASES

An internal-frictionstudy of the allotropic transformationsof Pu
42metal was reported in 1969 by Selle and Focke. They showed figures for

the steady-stateinternal friction and relative shear modulus of Pu-phases

as a function of temperature. Their figures showed not only hysteresis in

transformationtemperatures,but also large swings in internal-frictionor

shear-modulusvalues dependentupon whether data were taken on heating or

cooling cycles.

Ba~atz et al.
46

have reported results for Young’s modulus and

internal-frictionmeasurementsmade on the layered dichalcogenidesTaSe2

and NbSe
2
through normal to ICDW and ICDW to CCDW transitions. They noted

that Young’s modulus and internal friction exhibited extremes at the

incommensurate~ commensuratetransitionsand that there were large

hysteresiseffects. A maximum in internal-frictiondata occurred at the

ICDW+CCDWtransitiontemperature,and a minimum in Young’s modulus occurred
46near the same temperature. Barmatz et al. also noted a small hump in



internal-frictionvalues at the normal to incommensuratetransitionat 12

In 2H-TaSe2 (theirFig. 3) and a small hump in modulus values through the

ICDW temperaturerange (theirFig. 2).

K

The results of Selle and Focke
42

give needed informationfor deciding

if one or more of the allotropictransformationsin Pu metal are

ICDW ~ CCDW transitions. The criteria should be whether there is an

increase in internal frictionat approximatelythe same temperatureswhere

a rapid decrease in shear modulus occurs.

ICDW ~ CCDW transitionshave been listed as displacive (shear). The

transformationmechanisms for phase transformationsin Pu metal have been

tabulatedby Selle and Focke.
42

They suggested that the a+$ and the 6%

transformationsare always by shear and that the B+Y and Y+13

transformationsare always by diffusion. The other transformationsare

differenton heating than they are on cooling. The IS+y,6+6’, and 6’+c are

shear transformations,whereas Y+IS,c+6~, and 6’+6 appear to be

diffusional. Transformationsthat are differenton heating and cooling

cycles should show hysteresis. Also, if a transformationis martensitic,

one should expect the Ms and Mf temperaturesobserved on cooling to be

quite different than the Af and As temperaturesobserved on warming.

Because the a~~ transformationof Pu metal appears to be martensitic

(shear)in nature, any hysteresisin physical propertiesat this phase

transformationdoes not require a CDW explanation,but one appears

necessary. The behavior on warming from the a-phase to the f3-phase,as

shown by internal-frictionand relative shear-modulusresults,
42

suggests

the transitionis from a CCDW to an ICDW state in B-phase. There is a

small hump in internal frictionat the a+B transformationand a large

decrease in relative shear modulus (Figs.3 and 4).

Evidence suggests that the y-phase is in a CCDW state on warming. The

shear modulus rises at the 13+Ytransformationwhile the internal friction

decreasesappreciably. The shear modulus remains high in the y-phase.

The

warming)

that the

relative

relative shear modulus drops sharply at the y+6 transformation(on
42

while the internal frictionvalues rise sharply. This hints

6-phase of Pu is in an ICDW state on warming. The hump in

shear modulus seen through the short ~’-phaserange also suggests

20



that this phase is ICDW on warming. This hump is like that

ICDW phase range of 2H-TaSe2.
46

A slight maximum in internal-frictionvalues occurs at

formationin Pu.42 The state of the S-phase could be CCDW,

seen in the

the 6’+c trans-

but it is more

likely to be normal CDW because of the temperature-independentnature of

the relative shear modulus on the cooling cycle.

The repeat of the small hump in relative shear modulus on cooling

through the d’-phase42 (as also seen with 2H-TaSe246)suggests that it is

also an ICDW state, as it was on warming.

There was very little change in internal friction at the 8’+6 trans-

formation,but there was a moderate decrease in relative shear modulus.42

The internal-frictionvalues decreased slowly on cooling through the 6-

phase range, whereas the shear-modulusvalues increased. The d-phasemust

be in an ICDW state, as it was on warming. The differingnature of phase

transformationscould account for hysteresisat 6%’ and d’~c transitions.

The internal-frictionand relative shear-modulusbehavior on cooling

through the y- 42and f3-phaseranges is anomalous. CDW states seem to be

completelyreversed from what they were on the warming cycle. The

internal-frictionbehavior of Pu metal on cooling through the y-phase range

appears to be a continuationof the 6-phase behavior. There may be a

gradual change as shown by Region I on Fig. 2. The shear-modulusbehavior
42

on cooling also suggests that the y-phase remains in an ICDW state. This

may be only one-dimensional,as suggestedby x-ray data of Zachariasenand

Ellinger
44

where there was a contractionin one dimension of the y-phase

structure. This may be representedby Region II of Fig. 2. What is being

seen on cooling through Region III (Fig. 2) may be a step-wise

transformationof the ICDW states into commensuratestates with completion

at the Y+6 transition.

The results of Selle and Focke
42

showed a large decrease in internal

friction at the Y+flphase transformation,whereas there was little change

in relative shear modulus. The relative shear-moduluslevel for the 13-

phase (cooling)appeared to be approximatelythe same as it was for the

phase on warming. This possibilityof different CDW states on warming and

cooling could account for the great difference in ductility reported by

Nelson et al.
47

for 8-phase formed from a-phase and the @-phase formed from

21



y-phase. The inferencefrom the low level of internal-frictionvalues

noted through the B-phase on cooling is that the 13-phasemay initiallybe

CCDW. There is increasinghardness below %160 K in the,ct-phaserange of pu

metal where the Hall coefficientbehavior suggests a CCDW state.

VII. CDW CONTRIBUTIONSTO f-BONDINGIN pu

Reasons given for the distortionand modulationof CDWS suggest that

CDWS may be playing a role in the f-bondingof Pu metal and other light

actinidemetals.

McMillan48 consideredthat the physics of the distortionwas simple;

the CDW gains bonding energy by placing the charge-densitypeaks between

transition-metalatoms to form bonding charge. An f-bond (light

actinides)is explainedas meaning that f-electronsare conductingand

bonding.
49 If the charge-densitypeaks were between Pu atoms, then the

f-electronscould be part of the CDW bonding.

Ba#O consideredthat an incommensuratestructurearises from

interactionsbetween conductionelectronsand the atomic lattice, the

so-calledPeierl’smechanism. In his explanation,the conductionelectron

density in the distortedphase is spatiallymodulated to form the CDW that

accompaniesthe periodic lattice distortion. It has been suggestedabove

that breaking of chiral symmetry,or a Peierls transition,may play a

considerablerole in the ICDW or CCDW nature of Pu metal phases.

VIII. suMMARY

The space group structureof a-phase Pu (P21/m)is also seen in TiNi
3a,b TaS 5 6

martensite, 3, and NbSe3. Experimentalevidence suggests that

these materials have CDW phases and in some cases solitary excitations

(solitons). Walker and Jacobs’s theory
13

also implies a CCDW phase for

this space group. It is reasonableto conclude that a-Pu should also have

CDW states.

A similarityin hysteresis loops in resistivityvs temperaturecurves

for O-TaS3,
19 20

‘i50Ni47Fe3’
and a-pu7 hints that there should be an ICDW

phase in a-Pu between ’160 K and ’290 K. A similarityin Hall coefficient

22



behavior of a-Pu8 and 2H-TaSe2
21

also suggests that there are both CCDW and

ICDW phase ranges below 300 K in a-Pu. The fact that the Hall voltage8

became nonlinear above a critical current density also appears to be proof

of CDW states.

The similarityin the Hall coefficientbehavior of 2H-TaSe2and a-Pu

metal along with the lattice parameterbehavior of Pu metal below 60 K

intimatesthat there may be a new, ICDW, orthorhombicphase aI below this

temperature,possibly Pmnm. A comparisonof the attenuationof

longitudinalwaves in a-Pu and NaN02 (an incommensuratecrystal) suggests

the possibilityof another CCDW state below %30 K. Proof for this

possibilitycomes from the comment of Loree and Pinnick8 that Hall voltage

magnitudewas only sensitive to current directionbelow %25 K.

It is suggested that physical property behavior of all Pu metal phases

may be influencedby CDW states and that most of the noted phase

transformationsmay be between CDW states. The energy barrier between

phases may be solitons (discommensurationsor domain walls).

The hysteresis effects between phases are attributed to the chiral

nature of screw axes, diads, and tetrads and their possible ability to

contract or expand like springs and be the source of contractionin one

lattice directionwhen there may be an expansion,sometimesdifferent, in

the other two lattice directions. Attention is called to a comment by Su

and Sakitag that chiral symmetry is inherent to the incommensurabilityof a

quasi-one-dimensionalCDW system.

Space group structures,which have been assigned to four Pu phases,

are listed in a tabulationof superspacegroups describing incommensurate
40

structureswith a one-dimensionalmodulation. The diffractionspots of

these phases, a, B, y, and 6’, may have to be consideredin four-

dimensionalspace. The space group assignmentsof Pu metal phases may be

added proof of the incommensuratenature of that metal.

It is proposed that CDWS may be contributingto f-bonding in Pu metal.

It is noted that there is a memory effect in both the a-~ and the Y-8

transformation. A memory effect has also been reported in the CDW material

2H-TaSe2and in many incommensuratecrystals.
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